2000 pontiac grand prix fuel pump resistor location

I was working on a friends car and found out the fuel pump resistor on the car is bad. Went to
the auto parts store and they never heard of it I was wondering if anyone new of a site online
that sells them for that car or knows a part number to the resistor. Thank You. I'm almost
positive that is what its called. After you weren't sure and the stores weren't either I checked
online. If you just type in yahoo search gtp fuel pump resistor problems pages come up. It is a
little white thing about 3 inches long. Seems like all these pages know the problem but none tell
me where to get the part. I was wondering if anyone new of a site online that sells them for that
car or knows I have a similar problem with a friends' Grand Prix. My on-line schematics tell me
there is a resistor and that its' job is to supply the fuel pump with a secondary, lesser power
supply to produce a lower fuel pump speed. The primary fule pump relay appears to turn power
on and off to the secondary relay and the secondary relay appears to switch that "on" power to
either higher or lower power levels via the resistor I just now worked on the system and found
that there was no secondary relay in the motor area fuse panel, although the panel map
describes the existance of a secondary relay. If there is no secondary relay that there will not be
any need for a resistor Regardless, I just limped the car home with a paperclip bypassing the
fuel pump relay and now I have a lot more work to do. Good luck finding a new resistor. There is
no such thing!!!!!! But a fuel pump resistor??? Where is this resistor located at??? Trending
News. Tiger Woods injured in one-car rollover accident. Pat Sajak called out for mocking
contestant. Top volleyball duo boycott country over bikini ban. Do you know your privilege? An
eye-opening lesson. Texas AG was in Utah after historic freeze back home. Judd makes hour
trek home after shattering leg. Update: I'm almost positive that is what its called. Answer Save.
Are you talking about the fuel pressure regulator? This Site Might Help You. Humveetech Lv 7.
How do you think about the answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Michael Lv 4. The
level sensing unit in the fuel tank has a bad spot in the carbon track. Still have questions? Get
your answers by asking now. The is no fuel pump resister in a Pontiac Grand Prix that I have
heard of. O13 says it will cause are fire and there is not even such a thing? How can that be? I
wont get on his case ill let it be. John answered 7 years ago. I had similar problems with my
GTP, the fuel pump resistor was bad. I jumpered it and drove it home. All the resistor does is
run the fuel pump at a lower speed when the demand for fuel is lower. When more power is
needed the system bypasses the resistor and allows the fuel pump to run at full speed. There
really should be no problem bypassing the resistor except for a bit more wear on the fuel pump
because of the higher speed. The resultant higher fuel pressure will be taken care of by the fuel
pressure regulator. GuruWK answered 2 years ago. Where is the fuel pump resistor?? I
bypassed the fuse so i know thats the problem. Now the problem is figuring out where it is to
replace it. Please help!! If you put in a computer from a 3. If you pull the fuel pump relay, bend
down tab 85, and put back in it bypasses the fuel pump resistor without changing a fire. But it
runs the pump on high all the time so the life of the pump will be reduced. Only do this to
diagnose and while waiting for the part if you need it. I would not recommend driving jr like this.
Josh answered about a year ago. After put resistor it ran like brand new for 2 hours then just
died and now won't start the security light is blinking????? I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple,
secure transaction. Pontiac Grand Prix. Get Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Automotive
Forums. The L67 GTP has a two speed fuel pump. There are two relays that control the fuel
pump via the PCM module. The fuel pump relay and fuel pump hi-speed relay. Tied into the
hi-speed relay is a fuel pump resistor that may go bad. Symptoms vary but primarily the engine
will start but die in a matter of seconds due to insufficient fuel pressure. Keep in mind this is a
temporary fix and your fuel pump will be running in hi-speed all the time. So sooner or later you
will need to replace the fuel pump resistor. I dont quit understand the whole process. I dont see
a tab, and I cant take that little resistor thing off at all. How do you pull that thing off to get to the
tab. Please help. First pull Relay 15 off out of the relay socket. Rock back and forth and then pull
up firmly. It is a plug-in relay. Then on the relay itself the tab is the contact - spade part. With
needle nose pliers carefully bend it back as shown in the pic. The object is to create an open
condition at pin 85 of the relay Thanks , great info. We have a bad resistor and with your help we
now know what to do. What great information! I've been chasing this problem for the last 3
days! Your information couldn't have been better or clearer. Now I can get some sleep! Just one
question. How long can you run the pump in high speed? Is this a 10 - 20 mile workaround or
can it somewhat safely run at high speed for a few hundred miles? Just wondering Thanks

again!!! You're welcome. I see no problems with running with the resistor bypassed for a few
hundred miles. I had mine bypassed for a few weeks until the part arrived from special order.
Good luck. I put a new pump in it last night and then i found this page this morning after it
wasnt fixed. The dealership never even said this could have been a problem and no mechanic i
talked to knew about this. You guys have no idea how pissed i was at this car. Thank you for the
help guys! I went down there and bent out the resistor a the car started right up! I cant thank
you guys enought you saved my ass. Thanks for the feedback guys. Glad we could be of help
and welcome to AF. Man I cant thank you enough for this info! Very well laid out! Still runs
great! Heres one thing as an additional symptom Last time it happened it wasnt OK later. As I
was sitting around waiting for someone to pick me up, I pulled up AF on my phone. Worked
great and new part is on order. Relay was easy to find and easy to bend tab! Also while poking
through I found the "surgeing" clip, refering to the TPS or trans service. Thanks guys I was so
happy I had to join just to tell yo thanks! This says but on my fuse panel it says 14 is the fuel
pump and 15 is for the cruise control. Just wondering if it is really 15 that needs the prong bent
or if it is suppose to be Welcome to AF. What model Grand Prix is this? The procedure is only
applicable to GTPs years 97 and up to If you do not have the fuel pump high speed relay then
the procedure is not applicable. Also in the 00 year GM made production changes so depending
on your VIN not applicable even though it is a It is the GTP 2 door. It is my sons car and is dead
in front of my house. Changed the fuel filter as it is cheap to do. At the check valve there is no
pressure in the fuel line. I turned it over with the hose off the filter it did not pump any fuel. I do
here a click or clunk in the gas tank when I turn it over suggesting it is getting power into the
pump. Thanks for the quick response. Your issue and post has been moved. See link below.
Test at tank shows voltage when key comes on then none after it starts pcm sends signal to
speed relay , also if I leave the pump relay in and bypass the speed relay 30 to 87A it will stay
running. I also tried to bypass the resistor all together by unplugging it and jumping across the
connector terminals and it still dies. Pretty frustrating at this point Any Ideas?? Thank you very
much. My mechanic mentioned that there was no resistor found anywhere. I even looked with
them. I will have him check the fuses has you have mentioned. Much appreciated and once
again, thank you very much. Sincerely, Anthony D Angulo. GuruBG5ST answered 2 years ago.
That no 32 fuse was not blown. So what else do you think it could be please let me know. Please
get back to me as soon as you can. Tank You Justin Dietz. As instructed by Jim, I replaced the
fuel pump relay 32 in my manual, but this was not the problem and fuse 14 was good. I am not
sure what else it could be. I am not getting fuel from the pump. I want to change the cabin air
filter, but do not know the location of the filter. I am disabled, Spinal Cord Injuries , changin I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. The internet shows the lo The internet
shows the location near the windshield wiper fluid bottle, but when my mechanic took this
apart, there is no resistor. Does anyone know where this is located. Thank you. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Pontiac Grand Prix question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Pontiac Grand Prix Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. It decreases the voltage your fuel
pump handles when there is decreased demand on it. This original equipment fuel pump
resistor has been manufactured to fit your GM vehicle, providing the same performance,
durability, and service life you expect from General Motors. Skip to main content. You can
return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more
about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the
return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 9 hrs and 29 mins Details.
Only 1 left in stock more on the way. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. To hide it,
choose Ship in Amazon Packaging at Checkout. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Brand: General Motors. This fits your. Customers also viewed these products. Page 1 of
1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who bought this item also
bought. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Would
you like to tell us about a lower price? Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system

considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try
again later. Verified Purchase. It got my "low pressure" fuel side working again, and the car
back on the road. One person found this helpful. As described and and worked perfect. Car is
running again. As expected. Easy to install and worked perfectly to get the car running again.
Exactly what I needed, my car is now u
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p and running better than ever! Received the item, and it worked just fine, no problems at all.
Fixed my car now it actually runs. See all reviews. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
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